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We believe that
It is time to challenge the 
current dogma of how 
biopharmaceutical companies 
are engaging CRO’s and 
consultants. Ad hoc vendor 
selection to address important 
questions during the product 
development lifecycle leads to 
an unnecessarily fragmented 
and disconnected approach to 
R&D. 

There is an opportunity to 
offer more value to clients 
by combining expertise 
into integrated project 
teams, dedicated to realizing 
accelerated preclinical and 
clinical development of drugs, 
biologicals, vaccines and 
diagnostics targeting viral 
infectious diseases.

The unique synergy between 
CR2O’s clinical trial services and 
and Viroclinics’ operational 
virology capability, combined 
with access to an extensive 
network of external key 
advisors creates a powerful, 
all-inclusive service platform 
covering the full spectrum 
of development stages of 
pharmaceutical targets.  

From early clinical development 
strategy to pricing and 
reimbursement negotiations 
and commercial transactions, 
the alliance of CR2O and 
Viroclinics allows the design 
and execution of robust and 
customized data packages to 
address individual client needs. 

‘’We are excited 
to formally join 
forces with 
the successful 
Viroclinics team. 

Biopharmaceutical companies 
now can turn to the CR2O and 
Viroclinics Biosciences alliance 
to develop and implement their 
preclinical, clinical and regulatory 
strategies when developing 
therapeutics, vaccines and 
diagnostics for viral infectious 
diseases. 

We will combine our scientific 
expertise and operational 
excellence to meet unmet 
medical needs in the virology 
field.’’   

Hadil Es-Sbai MSc.

CEO and co-Founder of CR2O 

“We are delighted 
to be able to work 
more formally 
with the team at 
CR2O. They have 
great credibility in 

the market and when combined 
with the unique virology 
capabilities and expertise of 
Viroclinics Biosciences, we believe 
that through our partnership 
we offer customers the most 
comprehensive and exciting 
range of development services 
available in the virology field. We 
can support our biopharmaceutical 
customers with the best virological 
knowledge available and provide 
them with integrated and 
optimally customised development 
programs and project solutions.”

Dr Bob van Gemen

CEO of Viroclinics Biosciences

Rotterdam Science Tower
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3029 AK Rotterdam

The Netherlands
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ABOUT VIROCLINICS BIOSCIENCES BV

Headquartered in Rotterdam, The Netherlands, Viroclinics Biosciences operates 

at a global level and is the preferred virology testing laboratory for several of 

the top 10 biopharmaceutical companies. As a virology service organization, 

the company performs preclinical studies, serves as a central and reference 

laboratory for phase I-IV clinical trials including high throughput serology-, 

virology- and molecular assays, assay development services and clinical trial 

logistics services, involving global logistic support for clinical sample shipment, 

cold-chain management of the samples and a 24/7 helpdesk in English and 

Spanish.  For more information visit the website at www.viroclinics.com.

About CR2O BV

CR2O is a recently established research 

organization co-founded by Profs Ab Osterhaus 

and Eric Claassen, that focusses on managing and 

operating clinical trials for vaccine-, drug-, and 

diagnostics development by industry and public 

organizations. CR2O closely collaborates with 

leading clinics and research centers in Europe.

CR2O will offer the combined strengths of its 

affiliated centers as an overarching cutting edge 

service provider.

Rotterdam Science Tower

Marconistraat 16

3029 AK Rotterdam

The Netherlands

T +31 6 450 77 441

E info@CR2O.nl

W www.CR2O.nl
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